The method requires passages among cohomology groups for Lie algebras defined over the integers, rationale, and the prime field of characteristic p. In proving Theorem 1, we show that the 2-cohomology of an integral Lie algebra has nonzero p-torsion at a module whenever the reduced (modulo p) algebra has nonzero 1-cohomology at the reduced module and the extension of the integral Lie algebra to the rationals has zero for its first and second cohomology at the extension of the module by the rationals. The tensor product of the integral cohomology group with the prime field is a nonzero piece of the cohomology group of the reduced Lie algebra. This will give the examples that we seek provided that we produce modules which satisfy the conditions given above for the groups of the reduced and rational algebras. The second condition is satisfied in the classical case since the rational Lie algebra will be semisimple. As for the first condition, in [4] I gave irreducible modules in characteristic p at which the 1-cohomology is nonzero. I will show that the cohomology is also nonzero at a Weyl module associated to the irreducible module. The module that we seek for the integral Lie algebra is one that reduces modulo p to the Weyl module. I have carried out this enterprise of showing that the cohomology is nonzero at the Weyl module only for the Lie algebra of the special linear group although I believe that it can be carried out generally.
In §3, I take a particular one cocycle g (constructed in [4] ) and, working with an integral cochain which reduces to g, apply the coboundary operator to obtain explicitly a ^-torsion element of the integral cohomology group.
I wish to thank Professor Hochschild for his kindness and generosity over the years. Let L be a Lie algebra over the ring Z of integers, let V be a ^-module, and let F be any commutative ring with unit. 1* Take a Lie algebra L over the ring Z of integers which is a free Z-module of finite rank. Let V be any L-module which is a free ^-module of finite rank. Let Q be the rational numbers.
Suppose that L Q is a semisimple Lie algebra and that the space of Lρ-invariants in V Q and the space of L^-invariants in V p have the same dimension, say m. Then we have the following theorem.
Proof. The proof is a comparison of the ranks and dimensions of various spaces coming from cochain complexes. The canonical
Hence, the dimension of Z\L P9 V p ) is at least as large as the rank of the free Z-module Z 2 (L, V) , which equals the dimension of Z\L Q , V Q ).
The spaces Z\L q9 V Q ) and 2 We will turn our attention specifically to the Lie algebra &»+I,F P of the special linear group SL %+1 ,^ over the prime field F p . Let λ, be the character on the diagonal subgroup of SL n+lljPj> whose value at the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries {ί,-},-is t t t t . Let W be the irreducible SL^^-module whose highest weight is (p -2)\ + λ 2 . W will also stand for the space W with the differential sl w+1 ,^-module structure. For any SL^+^-module W, we will give the weight of a line stable under the diagonal subgroup by a character on the diagonal subgroup, even though it may be the differential sl %+1 , Fp -module structure of W that is under consideration.
In [4] , we showed that the one-cohomology of sl n+1)Fp at W is nonzero, except possibly for sl 3>iv Below, we associate to W a Weyl module V p and show that s\ n+lyFp has nonzero two-cohomology at V Pf except possibly when p -n + 1. Let V Q be the irreducible SL Λ+1>ρ -module whose highest weight is (p -2)X 1 + λ 2 . We construct a Zform V for V Q which is stable under the Kostant Z-ίoτm U z for the universal enveloping algebra of sl n+1 , ρ (relative to the standard basis for sl n+lfβ ) and whose reduction modulo p, V p , contains W as a submodule for its SL^^-module structure.
The standard Z-ίorm of V Q is the Z7 z -submodule that is generated from a highest weight vector [1, A] . The J£-form V is the variant that is produced as follows. Take a lowest weight vector v* from the SL %+1 ,ρ-module Vξ that is contragradient to V Q . The weight of v*, reduced modulo p, equals the lowest weight of TF*. The [/^-module U z v* is a inform for VQ for which the SL %+1>F?? -module U z v* ® z F p contains a unique maximal proper submodule. The quotient module is isomorphic to TF* since the lowest weight of the quotient module is the weight of v*, reduced modulo p. The U zmodule V-Horn (U z v*, Z) is a Z-form for V Q and the SL w+1>ί y-module V p -V(& Z F P , which is contragradient to U z v* ® Z F P9 has a unique irreducible submodule. This submodule is isomorphic to W.
The following lemma and its use in proving the proposition below were suggested by John Ballard. The proof has been consigned to the last section. LEMMA Denote sl w+1>^ by L, denote the weight (p -2)λ x + λ 2 by β, and let W and V be the modules given in §2. In [4] , we constructed a noncobounding one cocycle g for L p with values in W with the properties that g is zero on b p and g{Yύ is a highest weight vector in W. The reduction modulo p of the unique line of weight β in V in the unique line of weight β in V p . Choose any cochain g z in C\L, V) for which g z ® z F p = g, g z (b) = (0), and g z (Yd is a vector of weight β. We will show that the 2-cochain / = ((l/p)δ\g z )) ® z F p represents a nonzero cohomology class for L p with values in V p .
This is a cocycle since δ\(XlvW(g z ))) = (XlvWδ ι g z ) = 0 and it maps b A b to 0 since g z {b) = (0). Therefore, / = ((l/pXδ 1^) ) ® z F p is a two cocycle for L p with values in V pf which maps b p Λ b p to 0. We show that / is not a coboimdary.
Suppose that / were the coboundary S 1^ for some cochain u: L P ->V P here, since F> -(0), (0) a n ^ p -1, and 0 <^a,i<Lp for iφ 1, n, c.f. [4, 3.3] . The weights of the SL ft4l)/ ,^-module V p inherit the same property. The roots a t are expressed in terms of the fundamental dominant weights λ, as follows: a 1 -2λi -λ 2 , a n -2X n -λ w _ x , and a i -2λ i -\ i _ 1 -λ, +1 for i Φ 1, n.
Suppose that pX = β -X a % a L is a weight of V p , where λ is a dominant weight X b%\ 9 h ^ 0. Let j be the highest index such that a ά is nonzero. We will show that j must be n and that p = n + 1. If n > j > 2, then the coefficient of X j+1 in /3 •-Σ α Λ ~ Pî s pb j+1 = dj, and a § = p since 0 < a d S P
The coefficient of X 3 is <pbj = ~2aj + a β _ x --2p + a^λ. This is not possible since b ά is nonnegative and α^-i ^ p. A similar argument shows that it is not possible to have n > j when j = 1 or 2. Hence, j must be n.
The coefficient of X n in pλ = β -Σ α ί^ is P^% = --2α w + α w _ lβ Since & w is nonnegative, α w is positive, and a w _ x :g p, a w _ x must equal 2a n . More generally, we will check that the formula a. t -(n + 1 -i)a n holds for any ΐ ^ 2. Suppose that it holds for all i ^ k, where k is an index in the range n -1 > k > 2. The coefficient of λ /c is pb k = α A _ 3 + α A+1 -2α Λ = α Λ _ x -(n + 2 -fc)α Λ . As above for fc = n -1, we conclude that a k^ -(n + 2 -k)a n . By the formula, the coefficient of λ 2 is pb 2 -1 + a 1 + α 3 -2α 2 = 1 + α x -wα % and so, α x = wα w -1. The coefficient of λ x is pb 1 -p -2 + a 2 -2α x = p ~ (^ + 1)^«> an d so, p = (n + l)α w . We may conclude that p = n + 1, α Λ = 1, /3 = (% -l)α x + ΣΓ =2 (w + 1 -i)a i9 and that only in characteristic p = w + 1 can Vp have a dominant weight of the form pX.
